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Emergency lighting may be required by law, but bulky distracting fixtures are not. Lithonia Lighting is proud to
introduce Velaré, a new fully recessed, retractable emergency lighting unit for architects, lighting designers
and the specification community. Designed to maintain the integrity of the space, Velaré is completely concealed within the housing plenum or wall, only revealing itself upon loss of power. When a power disruption is
detected, the doors open, revealing two powerful MR16 halogen lamps. When AC power is restored, the
lights are turned off and the doors return to their previous state, concealing the fixture from sight. It's perfect
for high-end commercial, retail and architectural spaces.
Product Features
Reliability - Unlike traditional concealed emergency units, Velaré uses a precision-controlled motor and
cam system to extract and retract the doors in a controlled and reliable manner. The mechanical design
eliminates the need for clumsy gears, cogs and limit switches which are prone to jam or fail.
Performance - The compact fixture utilizes two (2) powerful 2000-hour halogen lamps that yield exceptional
performance - up to 140 feet center-to-center spacing. Fully adjustable 12-, 20-, 35-, 50- or 75-watt MR16
halogen lamps provide maximum flexibility for the designer.
Self-Diagnostics - All models come standard with self-diagnostics and a remote test Infra-Red receiver. The
self-diagnostic electronics perform a monthly test on the battery, charging circuitry and lamps and the built-in
IR receiver allows for easy testing with a hand-held remote accessory. Additional battery capacity is standard on the 24-, 40- and 70-watt models which can be used for longer run-times or to power additional remote lamp heads.
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Con-Tech offers a variety of high quality exit and emergency
fixtures for commercial, retail and hospitality markets. Our fixtures are tested to the highest life safety standards, meeting
or exceeding NFPA101, NEC and UL924. We have several
products that are Energy Star Rated and offer both long life
From basic LED Exit Signs to attractive Edge-lit Exit Signs to
Emergency Lights to Battery Back-ups, Con-Tech fixtures are
designed to keep installation simple and cost effective; our

Aeris Architectural Flood Luminaires are Now Available

Lithonia Lighting is proud to introduce the Aeris Flood Luminaire (ASF) as the new architectural floodlight for
Lithonia Outdoor. This exciting product addition completes the Aeris Architectural Outdoor family, making Aeris the most comprehensive offering of design-coordinated architectural luminaires in the market today. The
Aeris Flood delivers a complete floodlighting solution with top-of-the-line optical performance, superior construction and the following product features:
Style
•

Shares Aeris family aesthetic details, yet remains subtle enough to blend with any architecture as well as many fixture platforms

•

Creates dramatic or understated night-time effects without compromising architectural or
environmental spaces

Versatility
•

Offered in two housing sizes

•

Available in a broad selection of wattages and sources

•

Accommodates an extensive array of applications with multiple mounting configurations
and accessory options

Performance


Delivers illumination tailored to a broad range of architectural lighting applications with eight
beam patterns in small housings and seven in large



IP66 Certification

•

Built with one piece low copper alloy die-cast aluminum construction

Specification sheets are currently available for your immediate viewing at Lithonia.com.
The Aeris Flood -- the new standard in architectural floodlighting from Lithonia Outdoor.

KLI is known as the premiere lighting manufacturer’s representative in Hawaii since 1976. In general, we promote our lighting manufacturers through Architects, Engineers and Designers and disKlopfenstein's Lighting Inc.

1128 Nuuanu Ave Suite 101
Honolulu, HI 96817-5119

tribute through wholesale electrical houses.
KLI was originally incorporated in 1976 under the name KLOPFENSTEIN’S and operated out of a
house in Hawaii Kai. In December of 1987 we moved our operations into our present location on
Nuuanu Ave in Downtown Honolulu. In 1997 we reincorporated as KLOPFENSTEIN’S LIGHTING INC

Phone: 808-533-0558 x100
Fax: 808-526-4085
E-mail: info@kli-hi.com
www.kli-hi.com

(KLI).
Our primary purpose is to provide the best product for your application with efficient service for all
your needs.

•

Upcoming Rep Visit:

•

May 1-2 2006. SPECLIGHT w/ Johnny Summers

